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THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK

TTC Special: Using Wi-Fi on a flight
brings risks
The world's airlines are installing Wi-Fi services in response to
their passengers seeking entertainment in mid-flight. Almost
25% of travelers say they not at all concerned about security
when using WiFi in an airport or on a plane, according to a
recent survey by The GO Group, LLC, an international ground
transportation provider.... »

TOURISM

Point of View: The Best Way to Sightsee in Cuba Is by
Bicycle
Cuba may be known for classic cars but the ideal means of transportation to explore the largest island in
the Caribbean is on two wheels.... »

TOURISM

It's official: Dominican Republic willing to share
tourism success with Haiti
The Dominican Republic is willing to share its proven success in tourism with Haiti in an effort to help its
Hispaniola neighbor, Dominican Tourism Minister, Francisco Javier García affirmed in Paris.... »

TRANSPORTATION

Air Canada and American Airlines have added new
flights to Grenada
The Grenada Tourism Authority says Air Canada and American Airlines have added new flights to the
“Spice Isle” to meet the increasing demand of travel.... »
TOURISM

Bermuda has been named the top island destination
in the Caribbean by the readers of Condé Nast
Traveler
The 2018 Readers Choice Awards, released today, ranked Bermuda above competitors St Vincent, Aruba,
Cayman Islands and the Turks and Caicos. Bermuda is also featured on the front cover of the magazine’s
November issue.... »

TRANSPORTATION

Carnival brands support Caribbean schools
Meetings with Caribbean leaders determined support was needed for children, education and future
emergency preparedness.... »
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